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What has Ray White Hamilton Property 
Management been up to in October?

So far this month we have:

• Tenanted 58 properties
• Listed 27 new managements
• Conducted 429 inspections

• Arranged 850 maintenance jobs for our  
    investors
• Arranged 60 new rent increases

There’s only 8 months until all residential 

rental properties must be insulated under 

the Healthy Homes Bill. Currently Ray White 

Hamilton Property Management is 70% 

compliant and we are on target to have our 

entire portfolio compliant by 1 July 2019.

Our team of 11 professional property 

managers will ensure that your property 

complies with the Healthy Homes Bill by 

obtaining quotes for the insulation of your 

investment property and organising for the 

insulation to be completed as soon as the 

quote is accepted by you.

We’re working hard for our clients. If you want results, contact 
our New Business Team on 07 839 7066 or 027 808 5772 

brioni.webby@raywhite.com

Did you know? What we can 
do for you:
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Time to ease LVRs - ANZ

The Reserve Bank’s criteria for relaxing the existing 
LVRs have been sufficiently met to justify easing them 
further, according to ANZ economists.

ANZ has released its latest Property Focus report and 
it finds that the environment is right for the Reserve 
Bank to further ease the LVRs in its November 
Financial Stability Report (FSR).

The bank’s chief economist, Sharon Zollner, says that’s 
because high-LVR lending remains low as a share of 
new loan commitments and lending standards are 
prudent.
“Credit growth remains stable and has been tracking 
at a consistent rate of 0.5% month-on-month for the 
past year, with no signs of a pick-up.

“Indeed, given recent softening in market turnover, 
a softening in the pace of new lending from here is 
possible.”
Further, ANZ believes that, on balance, the risks 
around the housing market outlook appear skewed to 
the downside.
While falls in mortgage rates could lend further 
support to the market, policy changes could see a 
significant departure of investors from the market.

Zollner says their central view is that the market 
will see some volatility in coming months, but that 
an overarching theme of softness will prevail – with 
house price inflation expected to be modest.

There is low risk of housing market resurgence and 
ANZ believe this environment means the Reserve 
Bank’s criteria for easing the LVRs have been 
sufficiently met.

“Currently, housing market pressures are contained 
and while resurgence would certainly not be desirable, 
the Auckland market could perhaps benefit from a 
little more support,” Zollner says.

“Markets outside Auckland are very tight, but it does 
not appear that there is a large speculative element at 

Head of Trade Me Property Jeffries says Waikato is experiencing a surge of demand for rental listings, with an 80% increase 
in the number of enquiries in the first two days onsite.

“A solid increase in demand for rentals in Waikato has pushed the median weekly rent up a solid 7.9% on last year, to $410 
in September.”

He says this increase was driven by a 15% drop in the number of listings and an accompanying 100% increase demand for 
Hamilton rentals.

play that could lead to a boom-bust cycle.

“Nationwide house price expectations are 
fairly contained and rental yields do not appear 
unsustainably low.”

But house prices and household debt do remain high 
relative to incomes and that warrants continued 
caution - which means the path of gradual easing is the 
way to go.
Zollner says they expect the Reserve Bank to ease the 
restrictions only a little, such that they are still at levels 
consistent with the restrictions exerting a continued 
dampening force on the market.

“The Reserve Bank will want to keep the restrictions 
‘tight’ until they are satisfied that the risk of resurgence 
associated with further easing would be small.

“Given the risks associated New Zealand’s high levels 
of house prices and household debt, they will want to 
be sure that there is no more fuel in the tank before 
taking their foot completely off the brake.”

Investor demand appears particularly soft which 
means they expect that any change would involve a 
marginal loosening in investor restrictions, she adds.

The Reserve Bank last relaxed the LVRs slightly – for 
both investors and owner occupiers – at the start of 
this year.
     
     - The Landlord
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